A spring-activated tilting apparatus for the study of balance control in man.
A tilting apparatus has been designed and constructed to produce fore-aft whole head-and-body tilt (WHBT) alone, or in combination with ankle dorsiflexion of standing subjects, about an axis colinear with the ankle joint. The apparatus is composed of a vertical tilting structure attached to a supporting base. Mechanical rotation of the vertical tilting structure is achieved by a spring activating system mounted on its base. Subjects are secured to the vertical structure by a body harness system with the head fixed, and the feet secured to the standing platform. Simultaneous dynamic WHBT and ankle joint displacement are induced by rotating the vertical support; whereas WHBT alone is achieved by concurrent rotation of both the vertical support and standing platform. Tilts are triggered manually, and data acquisition precedes head acceleration onset by 50-100 ms to provide suitable baseline values. This tilting apparatus has been successfully used to apply forward WHBT in 34 subjects with height ranging from 1.55 to 1.87 m and weights from 42 to 95 kg, and at magnitudes of peak head acceleration varying from 0.4 to 2.2 g as measured by a linear accelerometer mounted on a dental bite. These acceleration rates can be reproduced with minor variation in the same subjects. Moreover, the area under the head acceleration traces was reproducible within 15% between subjects. Tilts can be delivered with concomitant ankle dorsiflexion. These features make the low-cost tilting apparatus a very useful tool for the study of human tilting reactions in both laboratories and clinical settings.